Tiseful fund, so liberally supported by nurses themselves, will be glad to hear that it has received its first legacy. The fund does its work so quietly, and without public appeal, that it is apt to be overlooked when kind-hearted and wealthy people are setting aside their possessions for the benefit of others. An unexpected gift of ?250 from the executors of Mr. Richard Gibbs is especially welcome, as In the dear dark days of not so long ago, if anyone fell sick, the neighbours crowded round in such numbers as seriously to incommode the patient, and effectually to spread the disease. We know better now, with a vengeance. In Inverness-shire a poor woman was smitten with typhoid fever, and was so severely let alone that when some one went?after an interval of some days?to see how she was getting on she was found dead.
The sanitary inspector had difficulty in persuading her friends to bury her, and then all they would do was to put the body into a coffin, lift the coffin out of the house, and smear it with a coating of tar. At a place called Delting, a little more than a month ago, a whole family fell sick of scarlet fever, and not one of their neighbours would go near them! Had it not been for the efforts of M'*ss Turnbull Stewart, who obtain e 1 a nurae to wait on them, they must have died. The dread of infectious disease is very rife in the country districts of Iaverness-shire and Shetland, and the Zetland County Councillors' endeavour to obtain a trained nurse for every district is a wise and humane one.
Though the matter is left over for the present, it seems probable that the Inverness Branch of Queen Victoria's Jubilee Nurses will soon have more applications for nurses than it can supply.
A NEW CONVALESCENT HOME ON THE RIVIERA.
Atjthoks and artists whose health renders it desirable for them to spend some time in the South have the prospect of a delightful rest at Antibes. Lady Murray has purchased a large house in this neighbourhood, and fitted it up as a home for them. It is about a mile from the railway station, and stands in ten acres of ground. It will be opened this year from February 1st to May 31st, and in future from November 1st to May 31st. Residents must be able to pay their railway fare, personal laundress, and ?1 a week. They must also be in a state of health that renders a sojourn abroad desirable. EVENTS The commonest injury to which a joint is liable is that known as a sprain. Here, through the operation of some wrench or strain, the affected part has become twisted or turned aside to a greater extent than is allowed by the natural range of movement with which it is endowed ; and, during this process of stretching, ligaments are either torn or expanded, and cartilages and membranes are roughly bruised or displaced.
The immediate result of a sprain is pain, heat, and swelling at the injured part, symptoms which mark inflammation as having been set up by the violent disturbance to which the joint has been subjected. The best treatment of such a condition consists in the immediate application of cold to the swollen part, with elevation of the limb so that its bloodsupply may be limited. The quicker these measures are adopted after the receipt of the injury the better for the patient, both in relief of suffering and rapidity of cure. Directly after the strain has taken place the patient should lie down and have the raised limb douched with cold water, and after this has been done for some time, and as soon as he feels relieved by it, he should be taken to his home for surgical examination cluding the uibject of the nursing of typhoid fever, I must say a word in regard to the criticisms of " H. B. H.," which appear in The Hospital "Mirror" for January 8th. The writer seems to object to ice-cream chiefly on the somewhat theoretical ground that, as he says, " it must not be swallowed cold." Of course, I need hardly say that if I had thought that it must not be swallowed cold I should never have suggested it. I have many times seen medical men order ice to be actually swallowed in cases of haemorrhage from the stomach, where surely the "reactive hyperemia " spoken of by " H. B. H." ought to be still more dangerous ; and when one comes to think of it, I should fancy that this objection, founded as it is on the occurrence of "reactive hyperemia " in the part where there is ulceration, must be rather theoretical, for it is difficult to imagine that the ica cream would arrive at the ulcerated part till long after it had attained the body temperature. I can only appeal to practical experience. But then I do not make ice-creams of " flour or arrowroot." Again, in regard to the so-called koumiss I can but appeal to experience, and I would point out that I specially direct that the koumiss shall be poured " several times from one tumbler to another to expel the air." Nevertheless, although I do not wish to enter on the medical or physiological side of the question, I would ask whether it is not rather straining a point to object to the swallowing of a drink containing pure carbonic acid on the ground that gaseous distension of the bowels must be avoided. One often finds medical men ordering soda water in flatulent conditions, and it seems to me that it is hardly fair to argue about the action of a pure and easily absorbable gas like carbonic acid in the stomach, from data derived from the well recognised evils which accompany the presence in the intestines of the offensive gases of decompositionThe conditions are different. In regard to giving "stimulants all through," of course it must be understood that I only give what the doctor orders. What I have concerned myself about is showing how to give the things ordered in such a way as to settle and do good. Again, although I would not wish to criticise the critic, I think I may fairly call attention to his dictum about yolk of egg. He says, "Yolk of egg is wrong, as it is digested in the duodenum, which has to repair its ulcers, and so has quite enough to do." Of course.
But are we to imagine that in the purely milk diet which is the stand by of so many medical men the duodenum is idle? What 
